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Interpreting system diagrams,
tables and written information

Acceptable use policies
Data protection principles

Intellectual property
importance, methods
of identifying and
legal/ethical use

External threats to digital
systems and data
Internal threats to digital
systems and data security.
User access restriction.

The criminal use of
computer systems

Assessment practice

Summative
assessment

Revise for final externallyset assessment
How technologies impact the
way organisations operate

Data level protection

Interpreting/creating
data flow diagram
and flowcharts

Collaborative technologies
Actions to take
after an attack

Cloud computing

Hoc networks, open networks, performance
issues and network availability

Using
technology when
managing teams

Choosing cloud technologies
Accessibility and inclusivity

Practice drawing conclusions:
e.g. trends, patterns,
anomalies and possible errors

Sharing data
Filtering - Other processing methods:
absolute and relative cell referencing
Logical operations/sorting, using
outlines and string operation functions

Presentation methods – session 1: form
Showing
controls, graphs/charts, pivot tables,
information
conditional formatting and select data/range
summaries:
totals, counts and
Macros, multiple and linking
percentages
worksheets and alternative views

Summative assessment
Making
recommendations: e.g.
who to target
advertisements at, where
to deploy staff and how to
adapt transport schedules

Meaning, structure,
context and processing
Forms of notation:
interpreting system
diagrams, tables and
written information

Reviewing the user interface

Practice developing a functional user interface: showing
the outputs, inputs and the navigational methods12

Summative assessment
Assessment practice

Why quality is important

Presenting the interface
to potential users

Appropriate object sizes, object
emphasis, grouping related objects
Defining the
hardware, software
and testing strategy

Threats: privacy, fraud,
targeting vulnerable groups
and inaccurate data
Data manipulation

Keeping the user engaged:
uncluttered screens, tip text,
labels, default values and autofill

Designing the visuals

Intuitive design: graphics, helpful
messages, easy reversal of actions,
help features and consistency

Planning project timescales
Component 1: Learning
aim A: formal assessment
Planning the project basics

Design principles:
layout: consistency,
user expectations,
grouping related
items, navigational
components and
input controls

User requirements, and
Project constraints and risks
Basic user interface: textbased and menu-based

User skills: and demographics: age,
beliefs/values, culture and past experiences

Choosing a user interface:
performance, ease of use, user
requirements, user experience,
accessibility and storage space

Project methodologies:
waterfall, iterative and Agile

User accessibility needs: visual, hearing,
speech, motor and cognitive needs

